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Abstract
Robust tracking and segmentation of faces is a prerequisite for face analysis and recognition. In this paper, we describe an approach to this problem which is well suited to
surveillance applications with poorly constrained viewing
conditions. It integrates motion-based tracking with modelbased face detection to produce segmented face sequences
from complex scenes containing several people. The motion
of moving image contours was estimated using temporal
convolution and a temporally consistent list of moving objects was maintained. Objects were tracked using Kalman
filters. Faces were detected using a neural network. The
essence of the system is that the motion tracker is able to focus attention for a face detection network whilst the latter is
used to aid the tracking process.

1 Introduction
In order to analyse and recognise peoples’ faces in realistically unconstrained environments, robust tracking and
segmentation is a prerequisite. This provides a sequence
of face images normalised with respect to scale and imageplane translation. Although such a normalisation process is
often treated as a separate preprocessing step, it is of course
an inherent part of face recognition. The ability of a system to produce a normalised face sequence implies that it
recognises faces as a unique class of objects and in a manner
which exhibits invariance under many possible transformations. These transformations include changes in illumination, changes of a face’s orientation and position in 3D space
relative to the camera, and changes in the motion of the face.
The need for such invariances is what makes consistent face
recognition difficult in surveillance applications.
Two broad approaches to the representation and tracking
of moving objects are motion-based and model-based. Both
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methods have their relative strengths and weaknesses and
seem to be complementary [9]. Motion-based approaches
depend on a robust method for grouping visual motions consistently over time [10]. They tend to be fast but do not guarantee that the tracked regions have any meaning. Modelbased approaches, on the other hand, can impose high-level
semantic knowledge more readily but suffer from being
computationally expensive due to the need to cope with scaling, translation, rotation and deformation.
In this paper, we propose a system for tracking faces
which combines motion-based and model-based representations. We suggest an integrated face detection-tracking system with a closed-loop in which a motion-based tracker is
used to reduce the search space for a model-based face detection whilst the latter is used to aid the motion tracking
and resolve ambiguities in the grouping of visual motion.
Our system outputs segmented face sequences suitable for
face recognition from scenes containing several people. The
availability of face sequences as opposed to isolated images
then allows the use of temporal information to help constrain
the recognition task [20].
It is worth noting here that in applications such as H.C.I.
and access control, face detection and tracking are often
less demanding (see e.g. [19]). There is usually a single
user whose face fills a large proportion of the field of view
at a resolution sufficient for localisation of facial features.
In contrast, applications in surveillance complicate the task
with poor spatial resolution and the need to handle multiple moving objects in real-time sequences [4], some or all
of which may possess visible faces.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes a motion-based tracking system. Section 3
briefly reviews techniques for face detection in static scenes
and describes the model-based matching method used by
our system. Section 4 discusses the integration of the two
techniques and describes the performance of the overall system. Finally, in section 5 we draw some conclusions for use
in future work.

2 Tracking multiple motions
In surveillance applications, we should like to track several people against a complex background using a stationary
monochrome camera. This section describes such a tracker
comprised of motion detection, grouping, temporal matching and Kalman filters.
Visual motion can be best estimated at moving image
contours where such estimates are likely to be most relevant and reliable [3, 7]. This can be effectively achieved
by convolving the intensity “history” of each image pixel
I(x, y, t) with the second order temporal derivative of a
Gaussian function G(t) which yields an image of temporal
zero-crossings S(x, y, t):
S(x, y, t) =

∂ 2 G(t)
∗ I(x, y, t)
∂t2

The motion of an edge in the image sequence then produces
such a temporal zero-crossing in S(x, y, t) at the location of
the edge in the middle frame of the “history” used for the
temporal convolution [7]. Global illumination changes and
even changes in the intensity level of static objects do not
result in such zero-crossings. The normal components of visual motion can be estimated from the partial derivatives of
S(x, y, t) [3, 7]. Figure 1 shows an image from a sequence
of two people walking through our laboratory along with its
temporally filtered image (in the middle) and the detected
temporal zero-crossings (on the right).
For each frame, the detected temporal zero-crossings are
clustered. Each cluster should correspond to a moving object although in practice this is not always the case with objects occasionally splitting into several clusters or separate
objects merging into a single cluster. In the current implementation, clustering is performed using only the Euclidean
distances between the temporal zero-crossings. Each cluster
is modelled by its centroid and the standard deviations of its
zero-crossings in the directions of the x and y image axes.
Obviously, modelling the spatial extent of an object by assuming a Gaussian distribution of moving edge pixels is a
crude approximation. A more detailed shape model could
be used (e.g. [24]). A temporally consistent list of clusters is maintained by performing time-symmetric matching
[25]. Forward matching selects the nearest cluster in the current frame whilst reverse matching selects the oldest candidate cluster. In this manner, clusters are consistently tracked
even if they are sometimes erroneously split into several
smaller clusters. Given a sufficiently high ratio of frame rate
to image-plane velocity, normal components of visual motion can be used to improve the clustering process and in
particular to help segment occluding objects with differing
visual motions.
In our system, Kalman filters are used to robustly track
the clusters in the cluster list based on measurements of their

position, motion and shape. The coordinates of a cluster’s
centroid are modelled by a system model describing its position, velocity and acceleration. For the x coordinate (and
similarly for y), an update condition is given by [11, 15, 27]:
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where vacc and vpos are noise covariances for assumptions
about constant acceleration and position estimation. A measurement model is given by
zk+1 = xk+1 + w
where xk+1 is the actual state vector at time tk+1 and w is
a noise covariance vector for measurement errors. z k+1 is
the observation vector at time tk+1 . Clusters can be simply
modelled as having constant height (h0 ) and width (w0 ). An
appropriate system model is
hk+1 = hk + vh , wk+1 = wk + vw
where vh and vw are system noise, and the corresponding
measurement model is then given by
zk+1 = hk+1 + u, zk+1 = wk+1 + u
where u is measurement noise.
The bounding box of a cluster is only initialised after the
cluster has been tracked for four frames. A cluster is then
assigned a “persistence” parameter, p, and will be maintained even in the absence of a matching cluster for up to
p frames1 . This allows objects to be tracked for short periods of time despite clustering errors or an absence of detected motion. The left-most image in Figure 1 shows an
example of estimated bounding boxes for the tracked objects and their “heads”. The system successfully tracks multiple moving objects in the absence of occluding motions. It
has been implemented using a Datacube with MaxVideo250
board for acquisition, image sampling, spatial and temporal
convolution. The system can currently track objects at approximately 5Hz with a spatial resolution of 189 × 144 pixels.
Tracking faces based on motion information alone is often insufficient and computationally under-constrained, especially with multiple objects moving closely or under occlusions. If it is assumed that a tracked object is a person, the
location of the head can be estimated relative to the tracked
1 Currently, p is set to 10. This is largely dependent on the frame rate of
the video signals.

Figure 1. The motion-based tracker. Left: An image from a sequence taken in our lab with bounding
boxes for the tracked people and their heads overlaid. Centre: The image after temporal convolution.
Right: Detected temporal zero-crossings.

bounding box using some simple heuristics, as shown in
Figure 1. However, such a crude approach can be easily broken down under most operational conditions in surveillance.
An additional “face model” has to be present in order to constrain the problem.

3 Model-based face detection
Ideally, techniques for face detection are desired to perform across a range of lighting conditions, spatial scales,
head poses and at least small changes in image-plane orientation. They should also detect faces irrespective of hairstyle, facial expression and the presence or absence of spectacles and make-up. Here we give a brief review of methods
employed for face detection in static scenes before describing the method used in our system which is designed to find
faces in dynamic scenes.
Static faces can be detected based upon simple shape information by using ellipse fitting or eigen-silhouettes [14,
22]. However, a robust method should incorporate information regarding the internal structure of faces. The property
of facial symmetry has been used to align faces [14]. Colour
provides a useful cue through the detection of natural skin
tones [23, 29] and texture measures have also been incorporated [5]. The detection of local facial features (e.g. eyes,
nose, lips) using photometric measurements appears to be
unreliable and must be coupled with a model of the spatial
arrangement of these features [2, 12]. At low spatial resolution such an approach would be even less robust.
A more promising approach for our purposes is the use of
photometric representations which model faces as points in
large multi-dimensional hyperspaces. The spatial arrangement of facial features is then implicitly encoded within an
“holistic” representation of the internal structure of a face.
In this detection framework, image patches are classified
as either ‘face’ or ‘non-face’ vectors. A naive example of
this approach could be the use of template matching of raw

image intensities. Turk and Pentland [28, 18] suggested
matching linear combinations of “eigenfaces” as a more robust alternative. In a refinement, probability density estimates for a “face class” were obtained using either Gaussian or Mixture-of-Gaussians density models in a principal
sub-space of the image hyperspace [17]. Several classifiers
have also been trained using images that contain non-face
as well as face patterns in order to more accurately estimate
the distribution boundaries of the face class. For example,
Burel and Carel [1] used a vector quantization network to
cluster face and non-face data while Sung and Poggio [26]
used 12 Gaussian clusters (6 face and 6 non-face) to model
the face class distribution. Both used a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to classify the clustered data. In order to obtain a
low false-positive rate2 , non-face patterns lying near the true
decision boundary were needed. These patterns lie “close”
to the distribution of face patterns and are therefore easily
confused. The intuitive idea is that a classifier with decision
boundaries trained to cope with these difficult non-face patterns will also be able to correctly classify easier non-face
patterns lying “further” from face patterns in representation
space. Such confusable non-face patterns can be selected
using an iterative training method in which patterns incorrectly classified as faces are included in the training set for
future training iterations [16, 1, 26, 21].
A weakness inherent in all these “holistic” methods is
the representation of images as raster vectors without any
coding for 2D topology or local spatial arrangement. Neural networks with locally connected receptive fields (RF’s)
have been suggested as a way to build in such knowledge.
Fogelman-Soulie et al. [8] employed weight-sharing RF’s
as used in time-delay neural networks to extract local features irrespective of position on the input image. Rowley et
al. [21] trained an MLP with square and horizontally elongated RF’s obtaining good results.
2 False-positive rate is defined as the fraction of non-face patterns incorrectly classified as face patterns.

Figure 2. Left: Example output from a neural network based static face detector at a given scale.
Erroneous detections occur due to “face-like” patterns. Right: Example output when the motionbased tracker and the model-based face detector are combined.

Our system uses a similar approach to that of Rowley et
al.. A network was trained to detect frontal or near-frontal
views. Other networks could be similarly trained to detect
faces at different pose angles in order to build a hierarchical view-based detector exhibiting pose invariance. Face
training images were normalised with respect to orientation
and scale as described in [21]. An oval mask was applied
to the resulting images (see Figure 3). The remaining windows consisted of 320 pixels. Both Sung and Poggio [26]
and Rowley et al. [21] used a linear shading correction and
histogram equalisation. Since we wished to minimise the
amount of preprocessing needed during network operation
we merely subtracted the mean intensity and divided by the
standard deviation of the intensity values in the window.

during training. Some examples can be seen in Figure 3. An
MLP was trained using back-propagation with iterative selection of false-positive non-face patterns.
The left image in Figure 2 shows the output of a neural
network when used to scan an image at one particular scale.
This example illustrates some of the weaknesses inherent in
this form of static scene detector. Since an image contains
a very large number of network sized patches, the detector
must achieve extremely low false-positive rates. The number of false-positives can be reduced by discarding isolated
detections and merging overlapping ones [21]. However,
there will always exist non-face image patches which when
taken out of their spatial and temporal context appear “facelike”.

4 Tracking faces

Figure 3. Examples of the face images used
for training the neural network. The lower
image shows the mask used.

One thousand face images were assembled from various face databases most of which were publicly available
(see Acknowledgements). The majority of faces came from
the Usenix face database. Non-face patterns were extracted
from a database containing 70 images of indoor and outdoor scenes. The training set was expanded by rotating the
faces through 10◦ and scaling them to 90% and 110%. This
forced the network to learn tolerance to small amounts of
scaling and rotation in the image-plane. Invariance to larger
changes in scale was obtained by using the network to scan
images in a pyramid. A total of 9000 face images were used

Face detection by matching all possible sub-images with
a 2D model is computationally infeasible in dynamic scenes.
In our system, motion-based tracking is used to focus attention for this matching process. Motion prediction provides
both the scale and the location for the face matching. Face
pose could also be estimated using prediction since this also
varies smoothly over time. The matching process need not
localise the face correctly in every frame in order to track it
successfully.
A further benefit of combining motion-based tracking
with model-based matching is the ability to provide feedback from the matching process to the tracking process. A
good face match could be used to stabilise the tracker by,
for example, estimating the measurement noise on-line. The
matching process can also help to resolve ambiguities which
arise during motion grouping. For example, a cluster which
is consistently found to possess two heads should probably
be split into two clusters.
Once a person is being tracked, their face is searched for
within the estimated head region. Once detected, the face

Figure 4. Example output frames from our system. The three bounding boxes are the object and
head bounding boxes estimated by the motion-based tracker and the face detected in combination
with the model-based face detector.

is tracked using the neural network until such time as several frames elapse without a strong face match occurring. At
this point, the face is again searched for within the estimated
head region of the associated motion cluster.
Figure 4 shows an example of output from the system.
Three bounding boxes are overlaid on the sequence. The
outermost two are the object and head bounding boxes as estimated by the motion-based tracker. The innermost box is
produced in combination with the model-based face detector. Once a face is detected it can be tracked despite inaccurate motion clustering and resulting erroneous head region
estimation.

5 Conclusions
This paper has dealt with the task of tracking faces in
complex scenes such as arise in surveillance applications.
A real-time multi-motion tracker was implemented using
Kalman filters to track objects as groups of temporal zerocrossings. This was combined with a model-based neural network face detector. Motion-based and model-based
representations provide two complementary approaches to
the tracking problem which when combined ultimately as a
closed-loop system yield more robust solutions than either
approach in isolation. Such a system has been described and
demonstrated.
Darrell et al. describe a face tracking system for use in
an interactive room which is similar in some respects [6].
Our system is designed with a different set of applications in
mind and as such is based upon a rather different set of assumptions and objectives. It relies on a single, fixed, uncalibrated, wide-angle, monochrome camera. It does not build
any explicit model of the background and it can track more
than one person at a time.
We are currently investigating the performance of face
recognition based upon the segmented face sequences output by the tracker. Howell and Buxton report some prelim-

inary results [13].
Future work will also be concerned with closer integration of the motion and model-based approaches as well
as improving their performances in isolation. A number
of avenues for improvement of the face detector suggest
themselves. These include the use of weight-sharing to enforce symmetry and determination of good receptive field
(RF) structures. Certain RF configurations could lend themselves to real-time implementation on our pipeline hardware. Models for other face views such as 3/4 and profile would increase the robustness of the tracking system by
providing good pattern matches in a higher proportion of
frames. Better mechanisms for providing feedback from the
model-based matching to the Kalman filters and the grouping processes also merit further investigation.
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